Consider a pair (R, Γ) of a Riemann surface R and a period Γ.
By a period Γ we mean a real-valued function Γ(γ) on one-dimensional cycles {γ} of the Riemann surface R. Let Of be the class of pairs (R, Γ) such that there is no harmonic function on the Riemann surface R which satisfies a boundedness property X and ί, From our standpoint H. Widom's articles [3] and [4] may be considered as the study of the class Of. Our study may be also be considered as being in the frame work of that of Riemann matrices.
The exist ίZΌ-functions on β* which have the same period as the given HBfunctions on β* but there exists no iϊB-function on β* which has the same period as some HD-ΐunction on β*. 
is the potential whose support is the interval From this it follows that *du = π on the interval (α 6) considered as the degenerate closed curve traced in the negative direction. Therefore (1) is trivially true. By
and direct calculations, we obtain (2). 
J β
Proof. Suppose that the center of the ellipse is the origin. The function z -\(iXjw) + w) maps the annulus {r < \w\ < 1} conformally onto D c , the circle \w\ = r onto the ellipse and the circle \w\ = 1 onto the interval. The harmonic measure of the circle {\w\ = 1} with respect to the annulus {r < \w\ < 1} is the function log Ά /log 1 r / r whose flux is 2π(logl/r)~1. Therefore
4. Put and ^w = u[a n a n + 1] and ^ = Σ^= 1 n2" n w n . Let ^T O be a simple curve oriented clockwise enclosing [a n a n + 1] so that γ m and γ n are disjoint if mψn. Then {rn}^=i is a homology basis of β*.
In order to prove our theorem it is sufficient to show the following lemma: Proof. Since D(u n ) < lOπ log a n = 10w Σ 2* <20;r2" , for every v e HB(Ω*). We may, without loss of generality, assume that M -1 > v > 1. Let D n denote the region D c , c = a n -a n _ λ -\, whose outer boundary is an ellipse having the center at a n + J and passing a n _ x + 1, and let v n denote 2Mv c . For \ < t < 1, the set ^efl β ; ta n > v} contains a neighbourhood of the interval [a n a n + 1] and does not contain a neighbourhood of the ellipse. By the maximum principle, this set is a region and we can choose some t so that the set {zeD n \tv n = v} is a simple regular closed curve, which is denoted by δ n , homologous to γ n . Since ί *dtv n > ί *dv , J δ n J δ n and p p Λ /, /, « *dt> n = *dv n > ί ^α'y^ = *dtv n > *α^ = *dτ; .
